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Robotaxis in San Francisco
How long will it be before they are in your local community? 

❏ 0-1 years

❏ 1-5 years

❏ 5-10 years

❏ More than 10 years

❏ Never













Suppose you made
a self-driving car….



Pregnant woman…



or dog?













• People want to save lives. 
They prefer to kill fewer people. 

• Most people favor saving humans over pets.

• Most people favor saving children over adults. 

Global consensus on just three points: 



• Do you believe that your decisions on Moral Machine 
will be used to program actual self-driving cars? 

• To what extent do you feel you can trust machines in 
the future? 

• To what extent do you feel that machines will become 
out of control? 



We use the term “artificial intelligence” because 
that is the term generally used by the public. 
Engineers refer to this technology as machine 
learning. 
We also use the term Triple-A systems, because 
they are: 
Autonomous: They can perform tasks in complex 
environments without constant guidance by a 
person. 
Adaptive: They can improve performance by 
learning from experience. 
Algorithmic: Their activities are managed through 
software code. 







BCG study, Sept 15, 2023

BCG consultants who used AI were 12% more 
productive and completed work 25% faster. 

They also produced 40% higher quality results.



Below average workers saw performance 
increase by 43%. 

Above average workers saw 14% gains. 

BCG study, Sept 15, 2023
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The technology in the wrong 
hands is dangerous. 

 In the right hands, AI can be 
beneficial to all.





UNACCEPTABLE RISK

HIGH RISK

LIMITED RISK

MINIMAL RISK

European Union AI Act

Introduced 
April 2021

Expected to be 
signed into law
In  2023



Predictive analytics that punish people 
   Toys that lead children to dangerous behavior 
      Chatbots that pretend to be human

Predictive analytics that detect child abuse 
   Self-driving cars
      Automated credit check systems 

Chatbots that reveal they’re machines 

AI-enabled video enhancement systems
  Spam filters
     Inventory management systems

UNACCEPTABLE RISK

HIGH RISK

LIMITED RISK

MINIMAL RISK



The Apex Benchmark: A Model of Self-Regulation



 Confront and Question Bias: AI Mirrors Human Biases



The government of the Netherlands was not fully held accountable 
for their anti-fraud system’s false positives.

Hold Stakeholders Accountable





Dr. David Stark’s Research, Columbia University



More Diverse Teams Deliver





Corporate Logic is 
the logic of markets 
and competitive 
advantage

Prioritizes profit, 
growth, expansion, 
new business, all on 
behalf of shareholder 
value

The 4 Logics of Power



Engineering Logic is the logic 
technologists use.

Prioritizes efficiency, and 
seamlessness. This view  
values technology as a 
way to solve human and 
technological problems

The 4 Logics of Power



Social Justice logic 
perspective prioritizes 
humanity.

In this view, people are 
more important than 
profit or efficiency. This 
view values people as a 
way to solve 
technological and 
human problems.

The 4 Logics of Power



Government Logic is 
the view of authority. 

Prioritizes law and order.

This view values 
technology as a way to 
track, serve, prevent, and 
protect people, as well 
as institutions.

The 4 Logics of Power



The technology in the wrong 
hands is dangerous. 

 In the right hands, AI can be 
beneficial to all.

What is the AI Dilemma?



Patterns of successful AI use 
at work (BCG study):

• Delegate rote tasks to AI.

• Integrate AI in the entire task 
flow; humans are in constant 

interaction with the AI.



The Calculus of Intentional Risk

What is the risk/reward to using AI 
in your organization?

- What is your reputational risk?
- Will you run afoul of regulation?
- Will insurance cover lawsuits?



How much will it cost you 
not to use AI in terms of 
securing a competitive 

advantage?

The Calculus of Intentional Risk



What are you NOT 
willing to do to make 

money?

The Calculus of Intentional Risk
and Self-Regulation



Responsible Use of Data + Technology

“THE PRICE OF 
GREATNESS
IS RESPONSIBILITY.”

                         - Winston Churchill



Thank You! 
Any Questions?
Find more on our AI advisory 
work, our research, and 
The AI Dilemma book at 
JuliettePowell.com JP@JuliettePowell.com

mailto:Jp@JuliettePowell.com
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Congrats Tom!




